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From the President 
 

A big thank you to Marie Singleton  for  convening our once again successful TBIB South Perth Congress.  This was 
the first time Marie had convened such an event, well done!  Also big thanks to all the helpers, specially to Wilma 
and Jenny, and everyone that brought along snacks for all to enjoy.  And of course congratulations to all of you who 
felt you had exceeded your expectations.  Thank goodness we didn’t experience another flooding event in spite of 
the rather inclement weather!! 
 
Our Annual General Meeting, scheduled for Saturday 11 September, is fast approaching and now is the time for you 
to consider contributing to the running of our club.  All positions become vacant and all nomination forms for all 
committee positions must be submitted to the Secretary by 20th August. 
 
After about seven continuous years Wilma Coloper has decided to take a well earned rest from the House Manager 
position, so we need someone to take on this very important role.  Both Wilma and Jenny have said they will be 
around and willing to help.  Also Jackin Clare is unable to continue as Secretary due to other commitments so that is 
another important role that needs to be filled.  Please don’t wait to be pressganged into these roles; if you are able 
and willing, please get someone to nominate you. 
 
Happy bridging, 
 
Danny    
 

 

 

 
        Support the sponsor who supports our Club  

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KITCHEN ROSTER 

If your surname begins with C, E, H or Z please do your bit before and after tea 

breaks to keep the supper room and kitchen clean and tidy. 

GGEENNTTLLEEMMEENN & LADIES, it has been noticed that a few people have not been pulling their weight ... and 

your editor has been asked to bring it tactfully to everyone’s attention  
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!! Alerting !! 
The purpose of an alert is to draw opponents’ attention to any bid that has a special meaning, or a meaning that the 
opponents might not expect. For example, if a bid does not show a desire to play the hand in that suit it must be 
alerted.  All convention bids or bids that look weak but are strong or vice versa must be alerted.  Your opponents are 
entitled to know as much about your system and style as your partner does ... the only secret in bridge is what cards 
you hold.  With so many different systems and conventions, it’s only fair to tell the opponents what they need to 
know about your system by Alerting bids that are not ‘natural’. Then you can all be”on the same page” 
Correct wrong explanations as soon as you can 

If partner gives opponents the wrong information, the opponents, you mustn’t give a correction until bidding is 
concluded, because you mustn’t tell partner the correct explanation... that  might affect their response! 

 If your side becomes declarer, you must give the correct explanation before the opponents make their 
opening lead.  

 If your side ends up defending, apologise and give the correct explanation at the end of the hand. Call the 
director if opponents may have been disadvantaged – that’s why we have directors! 

Frequently used bids which must be alerted include: 

  An opening bid of 2C   unless it only shows a desire to play in clubs 
  Any multi two opening bids  even if one suit is named 
  Transfer bids 
  Negative responses to conventional bids ie 2D after 2C opening 
  Relay bids 
  Weak jump overcalls   opponents might think the bid is strong 
  Weak jump raises of your partners suit  

 
Some bids are considered to be ‘self alerting’ and need no further alert. These include: 

 doubles, redoubles, cue bids. 
 The Stayman convention has been included amongst self alerting calls, but only as described below:    
 Any 2C response to a 1NT opening bid in an uncontested auction   
 Eg: 1NT Pass 2C self alerted 

 
Any other situations in which you may use 2C as Stayman are alertable: 

  Eg:  1NT X 2C   alertable, unless it is natural 
   1S 1NT Pass 2C  alertable, unless it is natural 
 NOTE:  the 2D response to 2C Stayman is always alertable. 

Editor’s note:   

Over time I’ve observed even the most experienced players sometimes forget to alert or assume their opponents are 
familiar with their system.   

Two points for the less experienced:  if you don’t understand what opponent’s bid means, it’s quite OK to ask their 
partner for an explanation.  And if you don’t know or can’t remember what partner’s bid means, say so.  Partner can 
give the correct answer at the appropriate time. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

PROMOTIONS – from Garth Scotford 
Special Congratulations to GRAND MASTER Cassie Morin   
Bronze Regional Master  Bob Hawkins 
Silver Local Master  Kerry Asche, Andrea Peretti 
Local Master   Shane Brown 
Club Master   Elaine Hunter, Angellqiue Morin 
Graduate Master  Ovidiu Calcan, Brian Shaw 
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The Club was fairly buzzing all weekend as players did battle in the various 
tournament events of this congress. The playing room was completely full on 
Saturday as two hundred and eight players took part in the TBIB Qualifying event.  
Front of House Manager Wilma Coloper coordinated her army of volunteers in the 

kitchen to provide an endless stream of very diverse snacks and nibbles to go with frequent  tea and coffee breaks 
throughout the day. 
Saturday EW Qualifiers Deana Wilson & Renee Cooper, NS Nigel Dutton & Marie-
France Merven.  Best Under 100MP Marie Singleton (Below L) & Geoff Dullard, 
Best Under 300 Dianne Dwyer (below R) & Christine Bacon.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Best South Perth Pair David Munro & David Schokman.  
In the Plate, Sai Moi Loh & Laural Lander 1st, Martin 
Doran & Pauline Collett 2nd (photo with club VP Tony 
McKinnon. The Final was won by Ron Cooper & Chris 
Ingham with Viv Wood and Gerry Daly in second place, 
Gwyneira Brahma & Phil Bapty tied for third spot with 
Alfred Leung & Phil Jacobsen 

 

 
 

The Swiss Teams event on Sunday 1 August was taken out by Team Wilson: Deana Wilson, Chris Mulley, Paul 
Bradshaw and Renee Cooper with Team Matthews: David Matthes, Don  Allen, Ron Cooper and Chris Ingham second 
 

 
 
 


